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 PROFILE

Company Building of Sinic-Tek Intelligent Technology in Xiamen

Xiamen Sinic-Tek Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd. is mainly specialised in the 
software/hardware development,production, sales and value added services 
of 3D Solder Paste Inspection(SPI) for PCBA & semiconductor manufacturing 
industry.

2016/11/1, Xiamen SinicTek Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd. successfully went 
public on "National Equities Exchange and Quotations"(NEEQ)organized by 
China Securities Regulatory Commission & Ministry of science and technology.
[Stock Code:839448]

The Sinictek T series desktop high speed SPI system including T-1010a, 
T-2010a, T-3010a,will meet most of client's needs.The inSPIre series, S series 
and F series inline high speed SPI system is featured in high speed, high 
precision, full function and simple operation design which received recognitions 
from various customers. Ultra series incline high speed SPI system with ultra 
high speed and ultra high precision will reach world class performances in 
every aspects.

Sinictek is aimed to build global leading PCBA inspection system with China 
own brand, all our staff would follow the concept of "New Technology, New 
Service, New Development".

Sinictek is aimed to build global leading PCBA inspection system with  China  
own brand, all our staff would follow the concept of "New Technology, New  
Service, New Development".
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PROGRAMMABLE SPATIAL LIGHT MODULATION

The original PSLM technology emulates the cycle of the optical grating by 
using software. This greatly improves the accuracy and scope of application by 
abolishing the mechanical drive and transmission parts. (The detection height 
can reach to ± 1200um) and avoids mechanical wear and maintenance costs.

PHASE MODULATION PROFILERMETRY

Through the phase modulat ion of  fu l l  l ight  spectrum, provide a height 
resolution down to  (0.37um), the number of 4-8 times sampling ensure high 
repeatability. Use high-precision ball screw and linear guide rail to realize 
perfect detection result.
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TECHNOLOGY  
SUPERIORITY

Usage of synchronized structure light perfectly solves the shadows effect 
in the solder paste inspection. Combined with RGB dimensional light 
source, it perfectly provides high-contrast substrate on all substrates. 
Such as the black substrates, ceramic substrates, and provides the 
paste pictures of coloured 2D/3D.

ACTIVE RGB 2D LIGHT SOURCE

Patented RGB Tune function takes Red, Green and Blue images and 
with unique filter algorism, to solve solder bridge detection false alarm 
and relative zero surface uncertain issue. In the mean time, provide the 
2D/3D measurements and image of printed solder paste.

HIGH ACCURATE HARDWARE PLATFORM

High rigid grade steel frame combines with close loop servo control and 
high precision level ball screw makes high speed and steady positioning. 
Optional linear and high precision linear encode positioning system is 
capable measure 03015 device pad with ultra high resolution and high 
speed. The repeatable accuracy can down to 1um.

Z AXIS REAL TIME AND STATIC VISION 
COMPENSATION CAPABILITY

The characteristics of PSLM provides real-time dynamic tracking on 
change of the PCB warpage, and perfect ly solves the problems of 
flexible circuit boards and PCB ware page.

HIGH RESOLUTION AND HIGH FRAME RATE 
IMAGE PROCESSING UNIT

Megapixel industrial CCD camera of ultra-high frame rate ensure a 
steady and rapid detection of very small components and high-density 
mounting (03015). It provides a variety of detection accuracy of 10um, 
12um, 15um, 18um, 20um etc. It meets the customer's requirements for 
product diversity and detection speed.
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THREE STAGE MAPPING TRACEABILITY

Collaborate with pre and post AOI equipment in SMT line, forms close loop 
process and quality control system. And capable to integrate and synchronize 
the data to customer ERP quality module.

GLUE INSPECTION

PSLM 3D measurement can reach ±1200um,with RGB Tune function is 
capable of high accurate measuring of none transparent glue process, 
include missing, overflow, excess, shape and combination view of 2D/3D 
images
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PRODUCT 
FEATURES

MULTI OPTIONAL BARCODE FUNCTION

Both camera barcode and external 1D/2D barcodes are supported, also 
provide manual key in function. 

OFF-LINE PROGRAMMING

Provide offline Gerber import function, one button CAD matching function.

5 MINUTES PROGRAMMING AND ONE PRESS 
OPERATION

Engineers with any levels of experience can independently program the 
system quickly and accurately through Gerber importing software module 
and the friendly programming interface. One-button operation by the 
operator is designed also greatly reduces the requirements for training. 

POWERFUL STATISTIC PROCESS CONTROL 
SOFTWARE

Real-time SPC information display,provides powerful quality control 
to the users. Complete variety of SPC tools, are aviable for users at a 
glance.
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Usage of PSLM combined with the PMP achieves 100% high-precision 
solder paste 3D measurement in SMT production line. Usage of PSLM 
technology changed the traditional way of generating structured light, 
because the traditional glass grating moire (Moiré) requires mechanically 
drive by a piezoelectric motor (PZT). 

By using PSLM, there is no need for glass grating and mechanical parts 
any more. The elimination of the mechanical drive and moving parts 
greatly improves the ease of use and avoids mechanical wear and 
reduce maintenance costs.

Ultra-high frame rates and high dynamic range industrial 4 megapixels 
cameras, together with the high precision grade balls-crew and 
guide rail mechanical structure, guarantee for high-speed and stable 
measurement.

Patented 3D DL (Diffuse lighting) technology, combined with 2D RGB 
light source, achieve easiness of use. It is a perfect solution to solve the 
shadow effect and to reduce the noise interference in 3D measurement.

Gerber data conversion and import, achieve automatic detection of the 
entire board. Manual “Teach” function realizes user-friendly programming 
and test job generation in case of no Gerber data situation. 

The maximum detectable height was increased from the traditional.± 
350um to ± 1200um, so it not only can detect solder paste, but also 
applies to the detection of opaque objects such as red glue and black 
epoxy and other none transparent object.

and one key operation.

Powerful “Statistical Process Control (SPC)”, provide a plenty of tools, 
user-friendly real-time monitoring of production, reduce defects caused 
by poor solder paste printing and improve customerproduct quality.

PCB size up to 480 × 450mm, can be widely used in themanufacturing of 
electronic products, in the application range like: mobile phones, digital 
products, television, audio and video appliances, computer accessories, 
automotive electronics, medical electronics, LED, etc.

Product Features
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The use of PSLM combined with the PMP to achieve 100% high-
precision solder paste 3D measurement in SMT production line.

Usage PSLM technology, changed the traditional way of generating 
3D Struct Light, the traditional glass grating moire (Moiré) required 
mechanically driven by a piezoelectric motor (PZT). By using PSLM, 
there is no need for glass grating and mechanical parts any more.The 
elimination of the mechanical drive and moving parts, greatly improves 
the ease of use and avoid mechanical wear and reduces maintenance 
costs.

Stop & Catch methods combined with multiple image acquisition 
realize highly repeatable 3D results in the solder paste measurement. 
Compared to conventional scanning, it is just takes one pictures of the 
solder paste every scan sampling only, while multiple image acquisition 
greatly enhance the accuracy and reliability of test results.

Patented DL technology achieves full light spectrum detecting ability. 
It is the perfect solution to solve the shadow effect and reduce noise 
interference during the 3D measurement.

Gerber data conversion and import achieve automatic detection of the 
entire board. Manual “Teach” functions realize user-friendly programming 
and test job generation in case of a no Gerber data situation.

The maximum detectable height has thus increased from the traditional 
± 350um to ± 1200um, so it can only not detect solder paste, but also is 
applicable to the detection of opaque objects such as red glue and black 
epoxy and other none transparent objects.

key to operation.

Powerful “Statistical Process Control (SPC)”, provides a plenty of tools, 
user-friendly real-time monitoring, reduces defects caused by poor solder 

Fit for up to 350 x 250mm PCB, the application range for like: mobile 
phones, PC, digital cameras, camcorders, computer accessories,etc. 

Product Features
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2015年上海电子展2015年上海电子展

2017年上海NEPCON

2017年思泰克智能上市答谢会暨2017年迎新春年会
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ervice Promise: We Provide free repairing and software update after 
purchase for 12 months, as well as yearly maintenance. We provide 
free production trial ramp up use and calibration service.

The parameters will be varying for different model and standard, as 
parameters are subject to change due to continuous development 
without prior notice. Please refer for  actual product.
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SERVICE 
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